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1.  The roots of the ‘root’
The root as a linguistic term originates in Semitic linguistics, but in 
Europe, its best known uses are connected to Indo-European studies. 
The rise of this metaphor in historical-comparative linguistics was part 
of the general idea of organicism, life and growth which in Romantic 
science had a “semi-mystical value” (Morpurgo Davies 1998: 73). In 
Indo-European studies, the root gradually acquired a clearly defined 
meaning: roots are monosyllabic elements at the core of each lexeme, 
the core vowel of the root is subject to alternations (Ablaut), and affixes 
and other extensions can be attached to the root (see e.g. Fortson 2004: 
70–76). 
From an historical point of view, the Indo-European roots (such as 
*sed- ‘sit’ present in, for example, English sit, nest, and soot) are tools 
of reconstruction which are not necessarily real for today’s speakers. 
The term “root” thus forms a powerful multiple metaphor: roots are 
invisible, underground, and they metaphorically represent both the 
historic origins of a language and an existing mechanism which main-
tains its life and growth. 
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In Finno-Ugric studies, instead of ‘root’, normally the term ‘stem’ 
(Estonian tüvi ~ Hungarian tő, Finnish vartalo) is used. The Finno-
Ugric stem is not abstract but recognizable and often psychologically 
real even for today’s speakers, with segmentable inflectional or deri-
vational suffixes (more marginally, prefixes) and often able to appear 
as a free lexical morph. Moreover, Finno-Ugric lexical (content-word) 
stems were originally disyllabic, with the exception of monosyllabic 
deictic and grammatical words. Even if some Finno-Ugric languages, 
such as Estonian and Livonian, have lost many important suffixes while 
developing extensive morphophonological stem alternations, and even 
if the underived stems in many Finno-Ugric languages have turned 
monosyllabic, the concept of ‘stem’, however variable, still belongs to 
the basic tools of grammatical analysis.
At times, however, the term ‘root’ (Estonian (sõna)juur, Finnish 
juuri, Hungarian gyök) is also used in connection with Finno-Ugric 
languages. In the most cases, this is due to ignorance, and also to the 
attractiveness and metaphoric power of the ‘root’ (and its established 
position in Indo-European linguistics). However, there have also been 
attempts to introduce the root as a linguistic term distinct from the word 
stem. These will be surveyed in this article.
2.  The ‘root’ in 19th-century Finno-Ugric studies
2.1.  Hungary: The Czuczor-Fogarasi dictionary and other 
works on ‘roots’
At the turn of the 19th century, one of the central goals of the 
language reform activists in Hungary was a comprehensive, up-to-date 
dictionary of Hungarian. Among the works preparing the ground for 
this, the dictionary by Kresznerics (1831–1832) introduced the concept 
of ‘root’ into Hungarian language studies. ‘Roots’ (gyök, a neologism 
clipped from gyökér ‘root in the botanical sense’) were soon adopted 
in lexical analysis and etymology, and already in 1834, the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences announced an award for a list of “pure roots” and 
their meanings in the Hungarian language. (Németh 2007: 55–59, 175.)
In 1844, the Academy assigned the writing of the new Hungarian 
dictionary to the Benedictine monk Gergely Czuczor, with the lawyer 
and polyhistor János Fogarasi as the assistant editor (vizsgáló). The 
first volumes appeared in 1862, and the sixth and last volume (after 
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 Czuczor’s death in 1866, finalized by Fogarasi) in 1874. In all, the 
dictionary comprises 110,784 word entries. (Németh 2007: 59–65.)
The Czuczor–Fogarasi dictionary (henceforth: CzF) begins with 
a long introduction to its method. Words will be broken down to 
monosyllabic roots, which in turn can take different word-forming 
suffixes. Roots include “living roots” (free morphs, for example: rossz 
‘bad’), “dead” or “abstract roots” (holt/elvont gyök) or root elements 
(gyökelem), i.e. bound morphs such as roh- in rohad ‘rot’ [v.], and 
“sprouts” (csira), such as the element ro- in rohad, rossz ‘bad’, rozsda 
‘rust’, etc. Moreover, the roots form families based on similarities in 
form and meaning. The root kar in karika ‘ring, hoop’ belongs together 
with ker in kerek ‘round’, kor in korong ‘disk’, kör in körül ‘around’ and 
kur in kurittol ‘wind (around), loaf about’ etc., and these, in turn, are 
related to gör in görbe ‘curved’, gur in gurul ‘roll’ [v.], gyür in gyűrű 
‘ring (on finger)’, hor in horog ‘hook’, kal in kaland ‘adventure’ etc., to 
quote just a few examples. (CzF I: 15–17.) 
The introduction also presents a long list of roots (op. cit. 66–118), 
many of which are homonymous (for instance: tal in talp ‘footsole’, tal 
(~ tol) in talicska ‘wheelbarrow’ and tal in talál ‘find’, talán ‘perhaps’ 
etc. are three different roots). In the dictionary part proper, some abstract 
roots have separate entries (for instance: abr, the abstract root present in 
abrosz ‘tablecloth’, is related to bor in borít ‘cover’ [v.] etc.).
Despite its merits as an unprecedented collection of valuable lexical 
material, CzF was soon subjected to heavy criticism. Its approach to 
etymology was incompatible with the professionalizing historical 
linguistics. CzF failed to recognize obvious loanwords (for example, 
there is no reason to postulate a root abr- for abrosz ‘tablecloth’, a loan-
word with an impeccable Slavic etymology1) or deal with historical 
processes in general. Czuczor and Fogarasi had not even attempted to 
describe language change but simply performed ad hoc comparisons 
between word roots and families, wherever intuitive similarity was 
given. For instance: Latin batuo ‘I beat’, batulus ‘stick’, French battre, 
baton can be compared with Hungarian bot ‘stick’, botoz ‘beat with a 
stick’, botlik ‘stumble’ or even botránkozik ‘be scandalized’ (CzF I: 
21–22). Moreover, in their foreword (CzF I: 31) Czuczor and Fogarasi 
explicitly refuse to take a stand on the issue of the “Altaic” (= “Ural-
Altaic”) relatedness of Hungarian, stating that systematic comparison 
1 The Slavic obrusъ is formed from the prefi x o- and the stem brus- ‘wipe’, see e.g. 
 Vasmer 1955 II: 245.
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of data is still needed before “languages can be organized into internal 
and external systems [of relatedness]”. However, mainstream linguists 
worldwide, already since Sajnovics’s Demonstratio in 1770, had little 
doubts about the relatedness between Hungarian and the Finnic-Saami 
languages (Stipa 1990: 192, 212).
As CzF’s views on etymology and historical linguistics became 
recognized as outdated, the merits of the dictionary were forgotten as 
well. During most of the 20th century, CzF was merely mentioned in 
passing or totally ignored. Recently, however, in connection with the 
rise of nationalistically motivated pseudolinguistic theories (see e.g. 
Marácz 2009: 26–27, Laakso 2010), CzF as a source for alternative 
“genuine Hungarian” etymologies has begun to enjoy new popularity 
in ultra-nationalist circles. At the same time, more serious reevalua-
tions of CzF by professional linguists have also appeared. In her PhD 
thesis, Renáta Németh (2007) – with reference especially to the work 
of Békés (1997) and Thomas Kuhn’s (1962) famous model of scien-
tific paradigm changes – claims that latter-day critics have failed to 
understand the philosophical background of CzF. I will come back to 
these re-evaluation attempts in the following chapters. Before that, 
however, a surprisingly similar attempt to apply the concept of ‘root’ in 
19th-century Finnish etymology will be briefly presented.
2.2.  Finland: Otto Donner’s forgotten 
Vergleichendes Wörterbuch
Otto Donner (1835–1909), the first professor of Sanskrit and 
comparative Indo-European linguistics at the University of Helsinki, 
is now remembered mainly as a promoter of Finno-Ugric and “Altaic” 
studies. Before Indo-European studies, he had studied Finnish language 
and literature, and he maintained his interest in the Finnish language 
throughout his life. 
In 1874, the first part of Donner’s comparative dictionary of the 
Finno-Ugric languages (Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der Finnisch-
Ugrischen Sprachen) appeared, an attempt to apply the root theory of 
early Indo-European studies to the – then still sparsely documented – 
Finno-Ugric languages. (The second and third parts came out in 
1876 and 1888, but the work was left unfinished.) In the foreword 
of the dictionary, Donner regrets that he has not been able to access 
 Kresznerics’s Hungarian root dictionary, which would have been an 
important point of comparison for his work, “if Kresznerics really 
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has presented roots in the sense of modern linguistics; whether this is 
the case I do not know”. (Donner 1874: V, my translation.) Further-
more, Donner mentions the  etymological word lists and dictionaries 
by the early Hungarian Finno-Ugrists Hunfalvy (1853) and Budenz 
(1873–1881), neither of which was accessible to him while writing his 
dictionary (Donner 1874: VII). In contrast, he makes no mention of 
CzF, the last volume of which appeared in the same year, 1874.
Unlike Czuczor and Fogarasi, Donner was not creating his own 
speculative model of root analysis but applying contemporary models 
from Indo-European comparative linguistics. Accordingly, the preface 
in Donner’s dictionary is very brief, merely three pages, and he does 
not really describe his method or even define such basic concepts as 
the ‘root’ (Wurzel). Practically the only technical detail he explicitly 
mentions is the existence of vowel alternations: contrary to the wide-
spread assumption that the “root” in Uralic, or in Altaic in general, 
remains “rigid”, Donner emphasizes that with all roots, Vokalsteigerung 
and “weakening of the root vowel” do appear, in a way essentially iden-
tical with Indo-European Gunierung and Schwächung.
Despite the different theoretical background, Donner thus ends up 
presenting examples of the Finno-Ugric vocabulary in a way which 
is, in essence, very similar to CzF. Words from Finnish and related 
languages are grouped on the basis of their roots, which, in turn, may 
display internal vowel alternations or be extended with further (conso-
nantal) elements. For instance, the root kal, kol, kul, kel, kil denotes 
something ‘smooth, shiny, pale, cold’ and also comes with Steigerung 
forms kāl (hāl), kuol, kuel, kīl. To this belong Fi. kala ~ Hung. hal 
‘fish’ as well as Fi. kelo ‘dried, withered pine tree’, kaljama ‘slippery, 
icy (road) surface’, keli ‘(winter) road condition’ (Donner: ‘ice track’), 
kallo ‘cranium’ and kallio ‘rock’, kalvo and kelmu ‘membrane’, kalpea 
‘pale’, kylmä ‘cold’, Est. kiilas ‘bald’, Fi. kuole- ~ Hung. hal ‘die’, even 
Fi. kuu ~ Hung. hold ‘moon’ and many others. (Donner 1874: 59–64.)
A further similarity appears in the treatment of loanwords. Although 
CzF does recognize the possibility of borrowing, the authors explic-
itly refrain from drawing etymological conclusions. They present 
comparisons also with words “from such languages which presumably 
(hypothetice) belong to other language families, something that certain 
linguists who cling to language classification systems deliberately avoid 
and even tell others to avoid” (CzF I: 21, my translation). In a similar 
way, Donner states that he will in his dictionary refer to formally and 
semantically similar Indo-European and other roots simply in order to 
point out the similarities, leaving the final etymological conclusions 
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open for further research (Donner 1874: VI–VII). However, whether 
understood as loan etymologies or as possible cognates, from today’s 
view many of Donner’s Indo-European–Uralic word comparisons are 
“somewhat arbitrary and peculiar” (ziemlich willkürlich und eigenartig, 
Joki 1973: 35). 
In the history of Finnish linguistics, Donner’s dictionary is typi-
cally seen as an experiment which was “condemned to failure at the 
outset” (Korhonen 1986: 101). The attempt to apply Indo-European 
root theory and Ablaut to Finno-Ugric sealed the dictionary’s fate and 
doomed it to oblivion (Stipa 1990: 322–323, Hovdhaugen et al. 2000: 
178), as the new Neogrammarian paradigm introduced new require-
ments for exactness and precision of methods. (Actually, in connection 
with this process, Korhonen – similarly to Békés (1997) for Hungary – 
has referred to Thomas Kuhn’s model of paradigm change in science; 
Korhonen 1986: 122, 129.) The dictionary is not even mentioned in the 
article about Otto Donner in the Finnish National Biography (Väisänen 
2001). Finnish linguists today know Donner’s dictionary, if at all, as an 
historical curiosity. Calling it “one of the fundamental works of Finnish 
linguistics” (a finn nyelvészet egyik alapműve), as Czakó (2013: 14) 
does, with reference to Pusztay (2011)2, is, to put it mildly, modified 
truth.
3.  Expressive words and irregular word formation in modern 
Finnish etymological research
The Neogrammarian paradigm, with its quasi-exact rules for the 
description of historical processes, maintained its influence in Finland 
practically until the 1960s (Hovdhaugen et al. 2000: 335–337, 509–510). 
For etymological research, this meant that the history of words could 
only be described in terms of strict rules of historical phonology, sound 
laws or analogy. Irregular consonant or vowel alternations or Gestalt-
based, non-compositional word formation were accepted to some extent 
in the area of affective and expressive vocabulary. However, this was 
a difficult and dangerous object of study, and those few linguists who 
ventured into this area could jeopardize their academic career. A case 
in point was the dialectologist Ahti Rytkönen, whose “unorthodox” 
2 Czakó as a layman is of course not competent to assess the importance of Donner’s 
work. It is not clear where Pusztay has used the expression “one of the basic works”; in 
any case, I cannot fi nd anything like that in Pusztay’s 2011 book.
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doctoral dissertation was not allowed to public examination in the 
1940s (Tainio 1995, Savolainen 1999, Hamunen 2016). 
From the 1970s on, research of irregular word formation in Finnic 
gained new momentum (see also Anttila 1975). Sivula (1989) intro-
duced a new term from botanics, rönsy ‘shoot, stolon’, to describe how 
irregular variants for affective words come into being. Nikkilä (1998) 
described the mechanisms of suffix change, i.e. metanalyses and irreg-
ular relations between stem variants such as Finnish hie(-)kka, hie(-)
ta, and hie(-)su ‘sand’, monomorphemic stems secondarily reanalyzed 
as containing suffixes which can alternate. Jarva (2001, 2003) studied 
the intertwining of Russian loanwords with expressive word formation 
models, developing the idea of a word being “partly borrowed”, while 
Mikone (2001, 2002) attempted to define and systematize the study of 
expressive words. One of the main motivations for the systematic study 
of expressive words was the editing of a new etymological dictionary, 
Suomen sanojen alkuperä (SSA) in the 1990s. Two of the authors of 
the dictionary, Ulla-Maija Kulonen (later: Forsberg, the editor-in-chief) 
and Eino Koponen, came to play a decisive role in the major etymo-
logical debate at the turn of the millennium.
The most dramatic part of the debate took place between Jorma 
Koivulehto, who in the last decades of the 20th century identified 
dozens of Indo-European loanwords in Finnic (partly even in other 
Uralic languages), and Eino Koponen, who proposed alternative 
“internal” etymologies for some of them. Koponen (1997, 1998) based 
his argumentation on the fact that expressive words, characterized 
by stem-internal vowel alternations (as in Finnish sihise- ~ suhise- ~ 
sahise- ~ sohise- ~ sähise-, all onomatopoeic verbs denoting various 
kinds of hissing or rustling sounds), tend to ‘fade’ and lose their expres-
sive character. This led him to postulate monosyllabic ‘roots’ with alter-
nating vowels for many non-expressive words as well: words such as 
terä ‘cutting edge’, tarkka ‘precise, sharp’, törmä ‘steep bank’, turkki 
‘fur’ etc. could all represent extensions of the originally expressive 
root √tVr- (‘something protruding or sharp’?). Koivulehto (2001: 61) 
sums up his sharp criticism by stating that Koponen’s method leads to 
complete arbitrariness: its explanatory potential is infinite, as any word 
can be explained away as a faded expressive word. The same problem 
is also identified, although in a less belligerent wording, by Nikkilä 
(2001). Junttila (2015: 142, 169) summarizes the main problem: the 
expressive character of a word was misinterpreted as an etymological 
explanation in its own right.
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The SSA often explicitly refers to expressiveness or phonetical 
motivation and applies methods which bear a strong resemblance to 
Koponen’s root model, although with conspicuously cautious wordings 
(cf. also Laakso 2002). For example, in the word entry silpoa ‘shred, 
mutilate’ it is stated (my translation): “In the background [!], there is 
a stem element sil-, connected with ‘cutting’, to which the derivative 
sileä [‘smooth’] may also belong [...] It might be a very old descriptive 
element, cf. salia [‘split (wood)’], salvaa [‘castrate’ (v.)], salvoa [‘join 
the logs of a building at the corner’], and säle [‘splinter’].”
The ideas of abstract phonesthemic schemas as a means of expres-
sive word formation have been developed further by Forsberg (2010). 
She points out that even ancient etyma may contain obvious sound 
symbolism, as in the case of the three Finno-Ugric “mouth words” with 
an initial *ń and a stem-internal l: *ńeli- (Hungarian nyel ‘swallow’ 
(v.) ~ North Saami njiellat ~ Finnish niellä etc.), *ńali- (Hung. nyal 
‘lick’ ~ North Saami njuollat ~ Finnish nuolla etc.), and *ńälmä/*ńälwä 
(Hung. nyelv ‘tongue’ ~ North Saami njálbmi ‘mouth’).3 She also 
claims that phonesthemic schemas or “roots” may be as ancient as non-
expressive words, the only distinction being “that we cannot reconstruct 
words with a special meaning, only a root” (op. cit. 13). For instance, 
the Finno-Ugric words for ‘butterfly’ such as Estonian liblikas, Mansi 
löäpəχ and Hungarian lepke are not etymological cognates in the tradi-
tional sense, but together with many other expressive words they may 
reflect the possibly ancient phonestheme #lipi, connected with ‘some-
thing fluttering or flapping’ (op. cit. 13–14).
Before phonesthemic schemas or “roots” can be used as tools in 
historical-comparative linguistics, more systematic research is needed. 
Sadly enough, sound symbolism, even if some of its features may be 
universal – as was claimed in a recent study (Blasi et al. 2016) – is 
partly language-specific and subject to change. Certain expressive 
features may be old, stable or reconstructible. For instance, Forsberg 
(Kulonen 2006, Forsberg 2010: 7–8) notes that in reconstructed Finno-
Ugric vocabulary the combination of word-internal nasal and affricate 
(-nč-, -ńć-) appears in many words denoting small animals or insects 
(fly, flea, ant, lizard); this looks like a reconstructible sound-symbolic 
pattern. However, as Aikio (2001) has pointed out, even fairly closely 
3 The reconstructed proto-forms were not given in Forsberg’s paper. Note that Janhunen 
(1992) has explained the Hung. nyelv with its cognates as an ancient deverbal noun 
 derived from the verb ‘swallow’ (*ńäxli-mä), which would reduce the number of origi-
nal ancient sound-symbolic *ńVl- stems to two.
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related language groups such as Finnic and Saami may have completely 
different attraction centres for sound symbolism. Moreover, it is well 
known that expressive word formation often makes use of the expres-
sive force of new phonemes or phonotactic innovations (see e.g. Ravila 
1952, Klaas 1995).
Furthermore, there are no systematic or universal criteria for expres-
siveness. It is well known that expressive words may lose their expres-
sive character, so that their original sound-symbolic motivation is no 
more obvious. This, in turn, may lead to circular reasoning: the word 
is in a root relationship with another word because it was originally 
expressive, and it was originally expressive because we can construct 
an abstract root behind it and its putative relatives. 
Although the debate around Koponen’s root model seems to have 
died out and Forsberg’s phonestheme reconstructions have not aroused 
any particular opposition, it is still too early to claim that the root as a 
concept has established itself in Finnish etymological research. More-
over, there seems to be no pressing need among Finnish linguists or 
laymen to use and popularize the concept of root or to connect it with 
ideological or political questions – unlike what is happening in Hungary.
4.  The root and the politicization of linguistic discourse 
in Hungary
In Hungary today, nationalistically motivated pseudolinguistic 
ideas, often explicitly opposing the idea of Finno-Ugric relatedness, 
enjoy an increasing popularity. The proponents of these ideas some-
times celebrate CzF, using it as evidence of the unique structure of 
Hungarian. Until the last few years, “alternative” ideas harshly criti-
cized by experts of Finno-Ugric linguistics (Rédei 2003, Honti (ed.) 
2010) have mostly been voiced by non-linguist dilettantes, sometimes 
by maverick linguists4 such as Angela Marcantonio (2002, for  criticism 
see e.g. Aikio 2003, Bakró-Nagy 2005, de Smit 2003, Laakso 2004, 
Saarikivi 2004) or László Marácz (see also Marácz [n.d.], Marácz 
2002). Now, however, it seems that a new form of “respectable root 
linguistics” is emerging. 
A case in point are the parallel Czuczor–Fogarasi conferences. In 
2012, to celebrate the 150th anniversary of the first volume of CzF, a 
4 For the concept of “maverick linguist”, cf. Newbrook (2013). 
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conference was organized by László Marácz, featuring mostly laymen 
or maverick linguists (Marácz et al. 2012). In the same year, however, 
another conference – already the second one of its kind – was hosted by 
the Hungarian Academy of Arts (Magyar Művészeti Akadémia, MMA),5 
and many of its participants were academic linguists, even Finno-
Ugrists. 
In the foreword to the publication of the latter conference (Horváth 
[ed.] 2013), its editor clearly states that the etymological equations 
in CzF “must be treated with strict criticism, and their data must be 
controlled in accordance with today’s scientific criteria” (Horváth 
2013a: 9, my translation). At the same time, however, most if not all 
authors of the volume seem to agree that the root model is a valid way 
of describing internal relationships in the lexicon of Hungarian. 
Referring to CzF’s idea that words by way of their roots have both 
“descendent” (suffixing or suffix-changing) and “collateral” (oldalági, 
i.e. root-alternating) relations, Horváth is convinced that “acknowl-
edging the double etymological connections of the roots was an impor-
tant thought in its time [...], and Hungarian etymological research 
would have made better progress if it had pursued this initiative and 
fulfilled its potential” (Horváth 2013b: 130, my translation). In the same 
volume, Lóránt Bencze (2013: 28–31) insinuates that the traditional 
etymological explanation of Hung. terem ‘room, hall’ as an East Slavic 
loanword was possibly influenced by political pressure from Russia (!) 
under Socialism. In Bencze’s view, we should, instead of this isolate 
etymology,6 rather focus on language-internal association networks 
which connect terem with tér ‘space, area, place’, tér [v.] ‘return’, terem 
‘grow’, and their numerous derivatives. And in this sense, we should 
even consider accepting consonant or vowel alternations: tár ‘store-
room, magazine’, tág ‘wide’ or tag ‘member’ (“extension in space”, as 
Bence points out), tele ‘full’ or töm ‘fill’, among many others, can all be 
semantically related to the same root... Géza Balázs (2013: 57–58), in 
turn, praises CzF for its unprejudiced search for specifically Hungarian 
characteristics in language structure and the internal motivation of 
words. Claiming (without further elaboration) that the root theory is 
actually an earlier version of modern network theories, he states that 
5 The MMA was originally a club of conservative-nationalist artists. The current gov-
ernment has developed it into a state institution and placed it in charge of various 
cultural policies and their funding.
6 While claiming that terem is an isolate (szócsalád nélküli) word in East Slavic, Bencze 
fails to mention the traditional Greek loan etymology given in Vasmer (1955).
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some Finno-Ugric languages and certainly Hungarian show a “partially 
functioning root system” (op. cit. 51). 
To sum up, in this new framework of revised root theories, tenets 
generally acknowledged by the linguistic community worldwide (such 
as the historical relatedness of the Finno-Ugric languages) are no more 
openly denied. Political conspiracy theories remain between the lines, 
but a more subtle emphasis is placed on the uniqueness of the Hungarian 
language and the philosophical backgrounds of CzF and other alterna-
tive models, thus relativizing criticism and fostering less belligerent 
forms of linguistic exceptionalism. It is difficult not to see this as a 
reflection of nationalist ideologies.
5.  Conclusion: Why, and why not?
The methods by which the history of Finno-Ugric, Indo-European, 
and other language families have been charted are based on the arbi-
trariness of signs which make the basic building blocks of language 
subject to language-internal rules only. Whether the word for ‘tree’ 
begins with a labial consonant or whether there are rounded front vowels 
has nothing to do with the eco-socio-political or cultural contexts in 
which the language is spoken. Thanks to this, linguists have been able 
to construct and reconstruct sound systems and the changes of sounds 
and meanings. Despite all criticism to the notorious Neogrammarian 
“principle of exceptionless sound laws”, the regularity of sound change 
is a very well working scientific hypothesis proven in countless studies 
during more than a hundred years (cf. Ringe and Eska 2013: 3–4), and 
without the uniformitarian principle, that is, the idea that all languages 
living and dead obey the same general laws, linguistic reconstruction 
and comparative-historical linguistics would have been impossible.
There are, of course, more things in heaven, earth, and the history 
of our languages than are dreamt of in our historical linguistics. Words 
can and do change also on the basis of grammatically, semantically 
or syntagmatically motivated association networks (“analogies”), and 
phonesthetic sound symbolism is a real, partly perhaps even universal 
factor behind certain developments. These associations and connec-
tions, existing outside and beyond the regularities of phonology and 
morphology, make the expressive lexicon as well as language contact 
phenomena so tricky to investigate. They give rise to the aforemen-
tioned reanalyses and irregular developments in derivation or in the 
adaptation of loanwords: nativization (cf. Aikio 2007, Ringe and Eska 
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2013: 61–62), descriptivization (cf. Jarva 2003), or “docking” or the 
identification of foreign elements with inherited ones (Laakso 2001). 
However, the value of these explanations is precisely in their indi-
vidual applicability. Their empirical adequacy is based on more general 
laws of psychology, psycholinguistics and human cognition – associa-
tion is a powerful and real mechanism, as already the Neogrammarians 
knew. For this reason, they are too general to explain the functioning 
and development of a very specific system like language: no language 
we know of functions solely on the basis of perceived similarities, asso-
ciations, or phonesthetic symbolism. 
A Hungarian speaker may well, as Bencze (2013: 31–32) states, 
associate the internationalism szervíz ‘service (station)’ with Hungarian 
words such as szerel ‘install, maintain (a machine)’ or szerszám ‘tool’. 
In this sense, we could speak of the integration of szervíz into the 
system of Hungarian or even its “partial etymology”. But postulating a 
Hungarian root szer- does not in itself explain anything nor add anything 
to our understanding of these associations or their effects. It will merely 
provide a Procrustean conceptual framework which – paradoxically 
enough, considering the nationalist agenda of the author – slavishly and 
prescientifically copies a foreign model.
Guided by their speculative preconceptions, Czuczor and Fogarasi 
as well as Donner, despite their different theoretical and philosophical 
backgrounds, ended up at the same dead end. Recent developments in 
the study of Finnic expressive vocabulary, in contrast, illustrate both the 
dangers and the new opportunities in exploring the supra-morpholog-
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Kokkuvõte. Johanna Laakso: Tagasi juurte juurde? Arutlus “juure” 
mõiste üle soome-ugri keeleteaduses. Soome-ugri keeleteaduses on tavaks 
vaadelda sõnu tüvede ja liidetena, mitte abstraktsete ühesilbiliste juurtena 
indoeuroopa keeleteaduse mõistes. Ajalooliselt kahesilbiliste tüvede kõrval on 
püütud tarvitusele võtta ka juure mõiste, et seletada ekspressiivsele sõnavarale 
omaseid vähem reeglipäraseid sõnadevahelisi seoseid ning sõnamoodustus-
mehhanisme. Artiklis võetakse kriitiliselt vaatluse alla mõned neist katsetest 
nende ajaloolises ja ideoloogilises kontekstis.
Märk sõnad: soome-ugri keeled, ungari keel, soome keel, sõnastruktuur, 
etümo loogia, juur, keeleteaduse ajalugu, ekspressiivsed sõnad
